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Abstract: The structural, electronic and elastic properties of common intermetallic compounds in FeTiCoNiVCrMnCuAl system 
high entropy alloy were investigated by the first principles calculation. The calculation results of formation enthalpy and cohesive 
energy show that FeTi, Fe2Ti, AlCrFe2, Co2Ti, AlMn2V and Mn2Ti phases may form in the formation process of the alloy. Further 
studies show that FeTi, Fe2Ti, AlCrFe2, Co2Ti and AlMn2V phases with higher shear modulus and elastic modulus would be excellent 
strengthening phases in high entropy alloy and would improve the hardness of the alloy. In addition, the partial density of states was 
investigated for revealing the bonding mode, and the analyses on the strength of p-d hybridization also reveal the underlying 
mechanism for the elastic properties of these compounds. 
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1 Introduction 
 

High entropy (HE) alloy is a new field of alloys. It 
contains at least five major elements, and the 
concentration for each element ranges between 5% and 
35% [1,2]. Unlike traditional concept, HE alloy can form 
simple solid solutions, and it possesses many excellent 
properties, such as high hardness, high strength and good 
wear resistance [3−6]. However, the formation of 
intermetallic compounds may occur due to multiple 
principal elements in HE alloy. As the amount of 
alloying elements increases, the probability of 
intermetallic compounds appearance also increases. The 
basic mechanical properties of the alloy would be 
affected by intermetallic compounds formed in HE alloy, 
which depends on the types and characteristics of the 
compounds. WANG et al [7] investigated the crystal 
structure of CoCrCuFeNiTix (x=0, 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0) HE 
alloys using X-ray diffraction, and found that there was 
Fe2Ti phase existing when the content of Ti was 0.8 and 
1.0, and the plasticity of these alloys was affected by the 
appearance of Fe2Ti phase. ZHANG et al [8] reported 
that FeTi phase existing in CoCrFeNiTiAl0.5 HE alloy 

played an important role in the strength of the alloy. 
Generally speaking, the mechanical properties of 
materials are affected by the structural, electronic and 
elastic properties of intermetallic compounds which 
appear in the matrix of materials to a certain extent. The 
difficulty degree of formation and the stability of crystal 
structure play important parts in the appearance of 
intermetallic compounds. Recently, theoretical 
calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) 
have successfully been used to evaluate the stability and 
predict the relevant properties of intermetallic 
compounds [9−11]. Moreover, the elastic constants can 
also provide information on the phase stability of 
materials and play an important role in determining the 
mechanical properties of materials [12,13]. 

In order to fully understand the influence of 
intermetallic compounds on HE alloy, it is necessary to 
investigate the structural, electronic and elastic properties 
of the intermetallic compounds systematically by 
theoretical methods. However, to the best of our 
knowledge, there is no theoretical study reported from 
the first principles calculation in this field, because the 
amount of intermetallic compounds with the possibility 
of formation is large and the theoretical conclusions  
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require a great deal of further experimental research on 
these compounds as a proof. 

In this study, a systematic investigation was carried 
out on the lattice constants, formation enthalpy, cohesive 
energy, density of states (DOS) and elastic constants of 
common intermetallic compounds in HE alloy by first 
principles calculations. FeTiCoNiVCrMnCuAl virtual 
system is chosen for research because these nine 
elements are the most common components of high 
entropy alloy [1, 4−6]. The present study would provide 
useful results regarding structural, electronic and elastic 
properties of intermetallic compounds in the 
FeTiCoNiVCrMnCuAl system HE alloy for the analysis 
of mechanical properties and for future characterization 
of relevant properties of high entropy alloy. 
 
2 Calculation method 
 

For theoretical analyses on the structural, electronic 
and elastic properties of intermetallic compounds in 
FeTiCoNiVCrMnCuAl system high entropy alloy, a 
Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP) was 
used for the first principles calculation. This software 
package employed the first principles plane wave 
pseudo-potential method based on the density functional 
theory (DFT) [14,15], in which the exchange and 
correlation terms were described with the generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew Burke 
Ernzerhof (PBE) parameterized by PERDEW [16,17]. 
Ultrasoft pseudo-potential was used to describe 
electron-ion interaction. The cutoff energies were all set 
at 350 eV for these calculations under a series of tests. 
Each calculation was considered converged when the 
maximum force on the atom was below 0.01 eV/Å, the 
maximum displacement between cycles was below 
5.0×10−4 Å, the maximum stress was below 0.02 GPa 
and the energy change was below 5.0×10−6 eV/atom. 

As known, there is a large number of intermetallic 
compounds with different components and structures 
based on the FeTiCoNiVCrMnCuAl system. However, 
some of them with complex structure are unusual. 
Previous studies reported the information about the 
structure of most common binary and ternary 
intermetallic compounds based on FeTiCoNiV- 
CrMnCuAl system such as AlCo [18] , AlNi [19] , 
AlNi2Ti [20] and FeTi [21], and the space groups and 
corresponding lattice constants of these compounds are 
listed in Table 1 [22−43]. Therefore, these 38 common 
compounds were chosen for calculation in this work. In 
the calculation section, the formation enthalpy, cohesive 
energy, lattice constants, electronic and elastic properties 
of these 38 intermetallic compounds were investigated 
by the first principles calculation using the software of 
Materials Studio 4.0. 

 
3 Results and discussion 
 
3.1 Formation enthalpy and cohesive energy 

From the view of thermodynamics, a lower 
formation enthalpy defined as the total energy difference 
between the compound and its constituents in proportion 
to the composition means better forming ability. The 
formation enthalpy of single metal atom Hf is calculated 
as [44,45]: 
 

A B
f tot solid solid

1 ( )H E nE mE
n m

= − −
+

              (1) 
 
where Etot is the total energy of compounds; n (or m) is 
the atom number of A (or B) element in a unit cell; and 

A
solidE  (or B

solidE ) is the energy per atom of A (or B) 
element in the solid state of the crystal structure. In this 
study, the formation enthalpy of single metal atom Hf is 
used for measuring the forming ability of intermetallic 
compounds. 

Similarly, a lower cohesive energy means better 
structural stability. Cohesive energy Ec is defined as the 
work to decompose the crystal into single free atoms and 
it is expressed as: 
 

A B
c tot atom atom

1 ( )E E nE mE
n m

= − −
+

              (2) 
 
where A

atomE  and B
atomE  are the energy per atom of A 

and B under isolated state, respectively. The cohesive 
energy of single metal atom Ec is used for measuring the 
stability of intermetallic compounds. 

The calculation results of formation enthalpy Hf, 
cohesive energy Ec and lattice constants for these 38 
intermetallic compounds are listed in Table 1. The lattice 
constants of compounds are calculated by geometrical 
optimization, and the formation enthalpy Hf is calculated 
by Eq. (1), cohesive energy Ec is calculated by Eq. (2). 
The results are all calculated at 0 K (including lattice 
constants, elastic constants and density of states). It can 
be seen that the calculated lattice constants match fairly 
closely the corresponding experimental ones with error 
of less than 3%, which indicates that these parameters 
are reasonable for this calculation. If thermodynamic 
effects are considered, the calculation results should be 
in good agreement with the experimental data. All the 
formation enthalpies of the compounds are negative 
except one of AlCrCu2 phase, which means these 
intermetallic compounds would form [46]. The formation 
enthalpy Hf of AlCo phase with the value of −0.84 
eV/atom is lower than the others, which indicates that the 
AlCo phase would form more easily than the others at  
0 K. There is a relative sequence of the forming ability 
from up to down, as listed in Table 1. Theoretically, AlCo, 
AlNi, AlNi2Ti, FeTi, Al3Ni5 and Fe2Ti phases with the  
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Table 1 Lattice constant, formation enthalpy and cohesive energy of intermetallic compounds 

Compound Space group a/Å (Cal./Exp.) b/Å (Cal./Exp.) c/Å (Cal./Exp.) Hf /(eV·atom−1) Ec/(eV·atom−1)

AlCo [18] 221 ( mPm3 ) 2.826/2.863 2.826/2.863 2.826/2.863 −0.84 −6.15 

AlNi [19] 221 ( mPm3 ) 2.869/2.882 2.869/2.882 2.869/2.882 −0.74 −5.38 

AlNi2Ti [20] 225 ( mFm3 ) 4.161/4.147 4.161/4.147 4.161/4.147 −0.69 −6.03 

FeTi [21] 221 ( mPm3 ) 2.942/2.979 2.942/2.979 2.942/2.979 −0.67 −8.04 

Al3Ni5 [22] 65 (Cmmm) 4.996/4.999 4.996/4.999 3.734/ 3.720 −0.65 −5.49 

Fe2Ti [23] 194 (P63/mmc) 4.666/4.796 4.666/4.796 7.707/7.833 −0.57 −8.16 

AlCo2V [24] 225 ( mFm3 ) 4.047/4.134 4.047/4.134 4.047/4.134 −0.56 −6.97 

AlNi3 [25] 221 ( mPm3 ) 3.565/3.571 3.565/3.571 3.565/3.571 −0.50 −5.53 

AlCrFe2 [24] 225 ( mFm3 ) 5.596/5.805 5.596/5.805 5.596/5.805 −0.49 −7.77 

Al3Ni [26] 62 (Pnma) 6.559/6.598 7.269/7.351 4.754/4.801 −0.46 −4.73 

Co2Ti [27] 227 ( MzFd 3 ) 4.726/4.973 4.726/4.973 4.726/4.973 −0.46 −7.18 

Al3Ti [28] 139 (I4/mmm) 3.789/3.853 3.789/3.853 8.518/8.5839 −0.45 −6.30 

AlNi2V [29] 225 ( mFm3 ) 4.295/4.475 4.295/4.475 4.295/4.475 −0.45 −6.20 

AlTi [30] 123 (P4/mmm) 3.967/4.005 3.967/4.005 4.021/4.005 −0.45 −5.74 

AlMn2V [24] 225 ( mFm3 ) 4.078/4.194 4.078/4.194 4.078/4.194 −0.39 −7.43 

Al3V [31] 139 (I4/mmm) 3.724/3.780 3.724/3.780 8.198/8.322 −0.36 −5.34 

Mn2Ti [23] 194 (P63/mmc) 4.769/4.777 4.769/4.777 7.848/7.807 −0.35 −7.91 

AlCu2Ti [32] 225 ( mFm3 ) 5.988/6.010 5.988/6.010 5.988/6.010 −0.34 −4.93 

AlTi3 [33] 194 (P63/mmc) 5.726/5.780 5.726/5.780 4.639/4.647 −0.31 −6.30 

AlCo2Cr [24] 225 ( mFm3 ) 4.008/4.049 4.008/4.049 4.008/4.049 −0.29 −6.93 

AlCo2Fe [24] 225 ( mFm3 ) 3.971/4.049 3.971/4.049 3.971/4.049 −0.29 −6.64 

Al6Mn [34] 63 (Cmcm) 7.411/7.5551 6.357/6.500 8.673/8.872 −0.27 −4.73 

AlMn [35] 123 (P4/mmm) 2.930/3.063 2.930/3.063 2.807/2.753 −0.26 −6.20 

AlCo2Mn [36] 225 ( mFm3 ) 4.002/4.080 4.002/4.080 4.002/4.080 −0.24 −6.58 

CrMnTi [23] 194 (P63/mmc) 4.775/4.854 4.775/4.854 7.948/7.968 −0.24 −8.20 

AlCrNi2 [24] 225 ( mFm3 ) 4.049/4.056 4.049/4.056 4.049/4.056 −0.21 −6.18 

AlMnNi2 [24] 225 ( mFm3 ) 4.037/4.118 4.037/4.118 4.037/4.118 −0.21 −5.88 

Al3Cu2 [37] 164 ( 13mP ) 4.074/4.106 4.074/4.106 4.99/5.094 −0.20 −4.08 

Al2Cu [38] 140 (I4/mcm) 5.975/6.067 5.975/6.067 4.799/4.877 −0.18 −4.07 

AlCr2 [39] 139 (I4/mmm) 2.944/2.998 2.944/2.998 8.556/8.630 −0.18 −7.59 

AlV3 [40] 223 ( nPm3 ) 4.793/4.798 4.793/4.798 4.793/4.798 −0.18 −7.36 

CoFe [41] 221 ( mPm3 ) 2.772/2.857 2.772/2.857 2.772/2.857 −0.14 −7.25 

CuTi2 [42] 139 (I4/mmm) 2.935/ 2.944 2.935/2.944 10.724/ 10.786 −0.13 −5.89 

Cr2Ti-2 [27] 227 ( MzFd 3 ) 6.860/7.034 6.860/7.034 6.860/7.034 −0.11 −8.47 

Cr2Ti-1 [23] 194 (P63/mmc) 4.880/4.932 4.880/4.932 7.828/7.961 −0.09 −8.45 

AlCu2Mn [36] 225 ( mFm3 ) 5.786/5.957 5.786/5.957 5.786/5.957 −0.06 −4.86 

Ni3Fe [43] 221 ( mPm3 ) 3.514/3.545 3.514/3.545 3.514/3.545 −0.02 −6.04 

AlCrCu2 [24] 225 ( mFm3 ) 5.817/5.809 5.817/5.809 5.817/5.809 0.14 −5.07 
*Cal. and Exp. mean calculated and experimental, respectively 
 
value of formation enthalpy less than −0.35 eV/atom 
would form easily in the formation process of 
FeTiCoNiVCrMnCuAl system HE alloy. However, not 
all of these intermetallic compounds would stably exist 
in this HE alloy. FeTi, Fe2Ti, AlCrFe2, Co2Ti, AlMn2V 

and Mn2Ti phases with the value of cohesive energy less 
than −7.0 eV/atom have a more stable crystal structure 
than other compounds. Although some compounds with 
lower formation enthalpy would form easily, the 
structures of these compounds are not stable enough. 
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Therefore, FeTi, Fe2Ti, AlCrFe2, Co2Ti, AlMn2V and 
Mn2Ti phases with low formation enthalpy and cohesive 
energy would form in the formation process of 
FeTiCoNiVCrMnCuAl system HE alloy in the view of 
thermodynamics, which agrees with the experimental 
results of previous studies. There was FeTi intermetallic 
compounds forming in CoCrFeNiTiAlx HE alloys when 
the content of Al was 0.5 [8]. For CoCrFeNiTiAl0.5 HE 
alloy, which belongs to CoCrFeNiTiAl system, FeTi, 
Fe2Ti, AlCrFe2 and Co2Ti phases may form in this alloy 
based on the results of calculation. Although there is lack 
of related experimental data about the appearance of 
AlCrFe2, Co2Ti, AlMn2V and Mn2Ti phases in HE alloy, 
the results still can be used as a guide for predicting the 
appearance of intermetallic compounds in HE alloy. In 
addition, the formation enthalpy and cohesive energy of 
copper compounds are not low enough and they would 
not form, which is due to the reason that copper element 
is almost rich in interdendritic region and is separated 
with other elements [4−6]. 
 
3.2 Elastic properties 

For a stable crystal structure, its elastic constants Cij 
should satisfy the Born stability criteria [47]. The 
mechanical stability of the crystal implies that the strain 
energy must be positive. The stability criteria for cubic 
and hexagonal crystal are given as: 
 

12 0C > , 44 0C > , 11 12 0C C− > , 11 122 0C C+ >     (3) 

12 0C > , 33 0C > , 44 0C > , 11 12 0C C− > ,  
2

11 12 33 13( ) 2 0C C C C+ ⋅ − >                   (4) 
 

The theoretical elastic constants Cij for FeTi, Fe2Ti, 
AlCrFe2, Co2Ti, AlMn2V and Mn2Ti phases are listed in 
Table 2. It can be seen that these calculated elastic 
constants Cij satisfy the Born stability criteria, suggesting 
that FeTi, AlCrFe2, Co2Ti and AlMn2V with cubic 
structure and Fe2Ti and Mn2Ti with hexagonal structure 
are mechanically stable. 

The mechanical properties of intermetallic 
compounds play an important role on the mechanical 
properties of HE alloy. From the calculated elastic 
constants, other structural properties such as bulk 
modulus (B), shear modulus (G) and elastic modulus  
(E) can be derived using Voigt-Reuss-Hill (VRH)  

approximation. The final values can be taken as [48]: 
 
B=(BV+BR)/2; G=(GV+GR)/2; E=9BG/(3B+G)      (5)  
where V and R refer to the models of Voigt and Reuss, 
respectively. 
 

V 11 22 33 12 13 23

R
11 22 33 12 13 23

1 2( ) ( )
9 9

1
( ) 2( )

B C C C C C C

B
S S S S S S

⎧ = + + + + +⎪⎪
⎨
⎪ =

+ + + + +⎪⎩

     (6) 

V 11 22 33 12 13 23

44 55 66

R 11 22 33 12 13 23

44 55 66

1 ( )
15
1        ( )
5
15 /[4( ) 4( )

         3( )]

G C C C C C C

C C C

G S S S S S S
S S S

⎧ = + + − − − +⎪
⎪
⎪ + +⎨
⎪

= + + − + + +⎪
⎪ + +⎩

  (7) 

 
where Cij and Sij are elastic constants and elastic 
compliances, respectively; Sij is the inverse matrix of Cij. 
B, G and E are calculated by Eqs. (5)−(7), respectively. 

The theoretical elastic constants of FeTi, Fe2Ti, 
AlCrFe2, Co2Ti, AlMn2V and Mn2Ti phases which would 
form in the formation process of FeTiCoNiVCrMnCuAl 
system HE alloy are listed in Table 3. It can be seen that 
FeTi, Fe2Ti, AlCrFe2, Co2Ti and AlMn2V phases with 
higher shear modulus G and elastic modulus E present 
better rigidity than Mn2Ti phase. Therefore, FeTi, Fe2Ti, 
AlCrFe2, Co2Ti and AlMn2V phases would be the 
strengthening phases in FeTiCoNiVCrMnCuAl system 
HE alloy, and the addition of Fe, Al and Ti elements 
could improve the hardness of HE alloy. The ratio of 
bulk to shear modulus B/G was proposed by PUGH [49] 
to predict the brittle or ductile behaviors of materials. If 
B/G>1.75, ductile behavior can be predicted for this 
material, otherwise the material shows a brittle behavior. 
As listed in Table 3, Mn2Ti, AlCrFe2 and Fe2Ti phases 
present good ductile manner, and FeTi, Co2Ti and 
AlMn2V phases have a little ductile manner. Mn2Ti and 
Fe2Ti show good ductile manner probably due to their 
particular C14 hexagonal structure. 

Besides B/G, C11−C12 and elastic modulus E are 
another two important parameters for the mechanical 
properties of materials [50]. The smaller values       
of C11−C12 and elastic modulus E correspond to better  

 
Table 2 Calculated elastic constants Cij of intermetallic compounds 

Elastic constant/GPa 
Compound 

C11 C12 C13 C22 C23 C33 C44 C55 C66 C11− C12

FeTi 385.83 89.92 89.92 385.83 89.92 385.83 81.13 81.13 81.13 295.91
Fe2Ti 356.43 167.28 143.30 356.43 143.30 356.43 82.23 82.23 82.23 189.15

AlCrFe2 325.72 190.05 190.05 325.72 190.05 325.72 134.79 134.79 134.79 135.67
Co2Ti 300.42 133.58 133.58 300.42 133.58 300.42 126.36 126.36 126.36 166.84

AlMn2V 285.51 129.90 129.90 285.51 129.90 285.51 125.11 125.11 125.11 155.61
Mn2Ti 297.56 203.05 156.13 297.56 156.13 315.16 56.97 56.97 47.25 94.51  
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Table 3 Calculated bulk modulus B, shear modulus G and 
elastic modulus E of intermetallic compounds 

Compound B/GPa G/GPa E/GPa B/G

FeTi 188.6 103.4 262.3 1.82

Fe2Ti 218.5 91.8 241.7 2.38

AlCrFe2 235.3 102.3 268.1 2.30

Co2Ti 189.2 106.9 270.0 1.77

AlMn2V 181.8 103.4 260.8 1.76

Mn2Ti 215.3 57.3 157.9 3.76
 

plasticity of materials. The calculated results in Tables 2 
and 3 show that Mn2Ti has lower values of C11−C12 and 
elastic modulus E, implying a better plasticity. 
 
3.3 Electronic structure 

The density of states (DOS) is an important 
theoretical quantity to reveal the nature of chemical 
bonding interactions within compounds and understand 
their structural stability mechanism. The total and partial 
DOS at equilibrium lattice constants including FeTi, 
Fe2Ti, AlCrFe2, Co2Ti, AlMn2V and Mn2Ti phases are 
calculated, as shown in Fig. 1. The two large occupied 

 

 
 
Fig. 1 Calculated total and partial densities of states of intermetallic compounds in FeTiCrCoNiVMnCuAl high entropy alloy (Fermi 
level is set to be 0 eV): (a) FeTi; (b) Fe2Ti; (c) AlCrFe2; (d) Co2Ti; (e) AlMn2V; (f) Mn2Ti 
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peaks are located at energy range between −4 eV and   
4 eV, and the Fermi energy is about in the middle of 
them. The values of total DOS of these compounds at 
Fermi level N(Ef) are all higher than 0, which indicates 
that these compounds present obvious metallic behavior. 
Since the details of the partial density of states (PDOS) 
of binary compounds FeTi, Fe2Ti, Co2Ti and Mn2Ti are 
similar, FeTi phase is chosen as a prototype. Similarly, 
AlCrFe2 phase is chosen for the example of ternary 
compounds. From Fig. 1(a), it is found that the main 
bonding peaks between −10 and   −5 eV mainly 
originate from the contribution of valence electron 
numbers of Fe(s) and Ti(s) orbits, the main bonding 
peaks between −5 and 5 eV are the result of the bonding 
Fe(d) and Ti(d) hybridized with little Fe(p) and Ti(p), 
implying that the covalent-like bonding exists in FeTi 
phase. The main bonding peaks between 5 and 20 eV are 
the contribution of Fe(s), Ti(s), Fe(p) and Ti(p) (It is 
absent in Fe2Ti, Co2Ti and Mn2Ti phases). From     
Fig. 1(c), the main bonding peaks of AlCrFe2 are located 
at three energy ranges, between −10 and −6 eV are 
dominated by the valence electron numbers of Al(s), Fe(s) 
and Fe(p) orbits; between −6 and 5 eV are the 
contribution of Cr(d) and Fe(d) hybridized with slight 
Al(p); between 5 and 15 eV are the contribution of Al(p), 
Al(s) and Fe(p). The appearance of hybridization 
between Cr(d), Fe(d) and Al(p) also means the 
covalent-like bonding behavior in AlCrFe2 phase. 

To further reveal the underlying mechanism for 
elastic properties, the electronic structure of these 
compounds is also discussed. The localization of 
bonding electrons which causes the hybridization is the 
dominant factor in governing the brittleness of the 
materials [51]. From Fig. 1, it can be seen that the 
strength of p-d hybridization resulting from Ti(p), Fe(p) 
and Ti(d) in FeTi phase (Co(p) and Ti(d) in Co2Ti phase; 
Al(p), Mn(d) and V(d) in AlMn2V phase) is higher than 
that in Fe2Ti, AlCrFe2 and Mn2Ti phases, suggesting that 
the brittle behavior is more evident in FeTi, Co2Ti and 
AlMn2V phases. These results of DOS are in agreement 
with the conclusions of elastic constants. 
 
4 Conclusions 
 

1) The formation enthalpy, cohesive energy, 
electronic structure and elastic constants of compounds 
in FeTiCoNiVCrMnCuAl system high entropy alloy are 
calculated and discussed by the first principles 
calculation based on density functional theory. 

2) The results show that FeTi, Fe2Ti, AlCrFe2, Co2Ti, 
AlMn2V and Mn2Ti phases with the value of formation 
enthalpy less than −0.35 eV/atom and the value of 

cohesive energy less than −7.0 eV/atom have a more 
stable crystal structure, thus would form in the formation 
process of FeTiCoNiVCrMnCuAl system alloy under the 
calculation results of formation enthalpy and cohesive 
energy. 

3) The calculated theoretical elastic properties of 
FeTi, Fe2Ti, AlCrFe2, Co2Ti, AlMn2V and Mn2Ti phases 
indicate that FeTi, Fe2Ti, AlCrFe2, Co2Ti and AlMn2V 
phases with higher shear modulus G and elastic modulus 
E would improve the hardness of high entropy alloy. In 
further studies, the calculation results of DOS for these 6 
compounds reveal the bonding ability of compounds. 
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摘  要：利用第一性原理研究 FeTiCoNiVCrMnCuAl 系高熵合金中常见的金属间化合物的结构、电子和弹性性质。

形成焓和结合能计算结果表明：FeTi、Fe2Ti、AlCrFe2、Co2Ti、AlMn2V 和 Mn2Ti 相有可能在高熵合金形成的过程

中出现。进一步研究发现，FeTi、Fe2Ti、AlCrFe2、Co2Ti 和 AlMn2V 相具有较高的剪切模量和弹性模量，在高熵合

金中可能作为增强相增加合金的强度。通过研究分波的态密度来揭示中间相的键合作用，并研究 p-d 杂化的强度，

揭示中间相的弹性特征的潜在机理。 

关键词：FeTiCoNiVCrMnCuAl 系；高熵合金；第一性原理计算；相稳定性 
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